
STEM-The Super Insect! 
As you do your research, use these sheets to plan out the creation of your animal. Your team 
needs to keep in mind that your animal needs to be designed so that it thrives in the ecosystem 
you have chosen for it.  After that, you design it how you wish it to be. Use the information you 
find as you design your animal.  

Habitat- 
 Describe the ecosystem your insect will live in. Include a description of the climate.

 Describe the type of shelter your insect will have. Why is that the BEST shelter for it?

 What food will your insect eat? Explain how will it capture its food.

Defense- 
What type of defense does your insect have? How will it defend itself? 

Does your insect live in a group, or is it solitary? Explain why.



The Body- 

Your insect has to have a head, an abdomen, and a thorax otherwise it is not an 
insect. However, what other body structures will your insect have? Are there any 
specialized parts? If so, explain how they help the insect survive.

What colors will your insect have? Why does your insect have those?

What features does your insect have that will prevent it from becoming 
endangered or extinct? Explain how those features will help. This can be body 
parts or behaviors. 



Miscellaneous Facts- 

What is the name of your insect? 

How big is your insect? Tell its height, weight and any other measurements that 
someone would be interested in knowing. 

The problem of global warming is becoming more and more important.Will your 
insect survive the changes over time as the earth heats up? If yes, why do you 
think so. If no, why won’t it? 

Is there any other information would you like to share about your insect? This is the place to 
tell all you can about the newly discovered insect. 


